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From the construction of our names to the games we play, our identity is planted, 
grows and shifts in our self-talk generated by the cultural narratives we participate 
in. This chapter will assist you to explore the trajectory of your own identity, 
beginning with your name and what it has brought into your life both positively and 
negatively. It will show how the search for identity can be both a spiritual quest as 
well as a deadly game. It will explore how language and the social construction of 
our realities are constantly at work in shaping both individual and group identity 
discourse, and our social and intergroup perceptions. 

 
 
 
Listening Ourselves as we Listen to Ourselves  

As a person who makes presentations and lectures, it often looks like I'm the only person talking in 
the room while everyone else is listening, whether to me, or to what's going on around them, or 
surreptitiously to what's on their iPhone. When trying to introduce a concept of culture, I like to walk 
up to one of the participants and remark about how it seems that I am the sole speaker. Then I ask 
the room to imagine what it would be like if the person I'm next to had an imaginary volume button 
on their arm or on their forehead, so that I could turn it up the gain to hear what she or he is internally 
"talking" about.  
 
I don't ask the person to share their inner conversation, but simply to note that all of us in the room, 
unless we’ve fallen asleep – and the somnolent also may be having a dream conversation – are 
talking to ourselves. In the words of John Lembo, “Every waking moment we talk to ourselves about 
the things we experience. Our self-talk, the thoughts we communicate to ourselves, in turn control 
the way we feel and act”1. Some researchers have noted that this self-talk goes on about eight times 
as fast as we speak to each other. 
 
I'm using the term "inner conversations" as a handy way to describe this phenomenon, though it 
consists not only of inner word talk with ourselves, but is a multimedia event comprised of images, 
video clips, and an ongoing flow of feelings, a kind of inner music that our bodies are in fact dancing 
to, whether or not they result in discernable gestures, movements or actions. 
 
While speaking to a group, I could ask the question, "Are they listening to me?" I really don't know. 
However, what I do know is that they are definitely listening, listening to something, whether its 
stimulus is what I am saying or the growling in their pre-lunch stomachs. In any case, it is a legitimate 
question to ask: What are they listening to? Perhaps even inquiring further: What are they choosing 
to listen to? 
 
All too many of us in education and training have subscribed to the fantasy of listening being a 
process of emptying out our minds in such a fashion that we can hear correctly what another person 
is saying to us. Would that it were that Zen simple! We do have a raft of useful techniques called 
                                                           
1 http://gizmodo.com/5903023/talking-to-yourself-makes-you-smarter 



"active listening" that seeks to assure the person speaking to us that what we hear bears semblance 
to what they are saying. In short, we try to trim away from the abundance of inner chatter what is 
relevant to the correct interpretation of what is being said or going on around us. But how can this 
happen? 
 
 
We Listen to the Voice of Culture 
 
It will be helpful to consider the voices we hear. Whose words are they? Where do they come from? 
Obviously, we are speaking to ourselves, but in fact each of us is an interactive theater audience, at 
once authors, directors, and actors. If I may be so bold to say, the inner theater could best be 
identified as “culture speaking”. It is the constantly active and identity-shaping discourse or narrative 
that speaks us as we speak it, that shapes us and distinguishes us in ourselves and in the human 
social groups in which we find ourselves. In other words, we might say that we not only "listen to 
ourselves", but that we "listen ourselves", bringing ourselves, our identities into being, fluid as they 
may be. 
 
We are quite aware of the fact that theater and play – it should not surprise us that what happens in 
a theater is called "a play" – easily transport us from a world we usually find ourselves in to the world 
that is being acted out on stage or on the playing field. In other words, play and plays invite us to 
create and be part of a different world. This brings us close to the realization that perhaps the world 
we step out of as we enter the auditorium of inner discourse may be just another theater that we 
have learned to call reality. This may be scary, in the sense that it is make-believe that makes us 
believe. We’re just not aware of when or how we bought a ticket to the various theaters we live in. 
Many areas of human activity that we participate in, not just military ones, are called "theaters" 
precisely because they are realities whose architecture is constructed by an inner and outer shared 
discourse. At some level, we intuitively know that our realities are socially constructed, stories, often 
contradictory ones, that we create to survive and succeed in the shifting environments in which we 
find ourselves. My favorite description of how culture works as discourse comes from a children's 
book Crow and Weasel, by Barry Lopez (1990): 
 

“The stories people tell have a way of taking care of them. If stories come to you, care 
for them. And, learn to give them away where they are needed. Sometimes a person 
needs a story more than food to stay alive. That is why we put these stories in each 
other's memory. This is how people care for themselves”. 
 
 

Who's in a Name? 
 
Though our identities start at the dawn of our existence, it is perhaps the names that we are given 
or give ourselves that label our identity conversations. I have found that spending some time 
exploring names is a good starting point for becoming conscious of how our identity narratives 
develop, for how we think about ourselves and how others think of us. I was called George after my 
father and he was George after his great uncle. The name set me apart for many years, as I knew 
no other Georges, until there were three of them in a college Latin class of eight students, where it 
was impossible to doze as the prof called on a George so repeatedly. I had also to struggling with 
being a "George Junior", which felt a bit diminishing. 
 
On the other hand, “Simons” was a consequence of immigrant family history, a name change 
activated at the time of my birth to free me to be a real American and escape the label of “Simonovich 
the son of a bitch” which had apparently dogged my father and grandfather. But there is a lot more 
to that name story, as it claims descent from a certain "Simon", a soldier in the army of Napoleon 
who remained in Eastern Europe either as a wounded veteran, perhaps a pacifist who went AWOL, 
and settled in a Slavic area of what became the Austro-Hungarian Empire, entitling the next male 
generation to the patronymic of Simonovich. In any case, it was a name to be embarrassed by and 
to be deliberately hidden by recently arrived honkies to the Promised Land. 



Names come from a variety of sources, prosaic and profound. A recent intern of mine became Heidi, 
simply because her mother was enjoying a book about a girl so-named. My colleague Kwadwo’s 
label comes from the fact that he was born on Monday in a tribe where you took your first identity 
from the day of the week on which you popped out of mother's womb. If you're born in the USA in 
the hippie age, you could have been named after a protest singer, Arlo, Marley, or Zappa or simply 
been part of nature as Heather, Sequoia, or Sparrow. Were you given a name that intimated the kind 
of person you should become, Victoria, Attila, Washington, Sophie, or Aphrodite? Though 
Mohammed may be the most common man's name in the world, it can get you held up at airport 
security nowadays. Does your name, comfy at home, like Missy or Bubba, generate stereotypes 
elsewhere? 
 
Everybody's name has a frame, connections with its bestowal, experiences of its use, our feelings 
about it, and the many ways that others may frame it in their encounters with us. What's in the frames 
of your name?  
 
Explore this by asking yourself: 
 
� How’d I get my name(s)? What do they mean? What did they mean to those who gave them to 

me?  
� What nicknames have I got, why? Who’s to blame? 
� Have I chosen names for myself or changed them? Why? How? To what effect? 
� How did my names position me in my worlds? When was their personal, cultural impact on me 

painful or enriching? 
� What stories do I tell myself about incidents or adventures with my name(s)? 
 
We can also look at how we relate to what we tell ourselves. USIANS say, “Fake it until you make 
it!” So, we can look at what we tell ourselves and others about who we are that is more ambition 
than fact. So, I sometimes ask to have people look inside and share what they are willing to share 
of what the listen about themselves, asking themselves. Is there an identity lie you have been or are 
living with…? 
 
� Ethnicity 
� Family 
� Status 
� Education 
� Etc. 
 
We have already mentioned play and this includes sport. Each game is an imaginary world made 
real by our participation, by the identities we assume in it and carry out of it. You could also share 
your game experience with a friend or colleague to see how cultural variety affects whether, when, 
how often and how it is played. Ask each other: 
 
� What games did you play growing up? 
� What messages about life did they teach you?  
� Their personal, gender, cultural impact on you 
 
Of course, names and games not the only sources of our inner chatter though they are typical 
growing up experiences shaping our identity narratives. What is real and how we relate to it in our 
many and vast worlds is not only a mental reflection, but it is ourselves and thus a part of that world 
itself. As George Lackoff (2004) observes, “Our understanding of the world is part of the world – a 
physical part of the world. Our conceptual framings exist in the physical neural circuitry in our 
brains…”. Or as comedian Groucho Marx would put it more succinctly, "Life is a whim of several 
billion cells to be you for a while” (Kanfer, 2008). 
  
Today it is becoming a tautology to say that we shape culture and culture shapes us, but it is 
nonetheless true that we are culture’s artifacts and we are culture’s artisans, so our tasks both as 



responsible humans and professional interculturalists is to both observe the process going on around 
us and determine our role as individuals and as groups in managing what we are creating that is 
creating us and how it drives our worlds. 
 
 
Framing vs. Bias 
 
Here I find the concept of frames most interesting and useful is one metaphor for describing our 
inner functions of knowing (Lackoff, 2004). Our system instantly projects listenings to interpret what 
we perceive. Frames pop up to tell us what's happening and what we should do about it, based 
ultimately on what we have previously learned and digested. Our challenge as artisans is to do our 
best to verify the accuracy and appropriateness of what we will understand and act upon. The term 
"unconscious bias" describes this challenge and has birthed an entire industry in diversity thinking 
and training. Much of this is important and useful though I dislike the use of the word "bias" in English, 
at least as for many it carries a tinge of accusation, and is likely to result in defensiveness impeding 
rather than assisting productive self-management.  
 
Frame management, whatever you name it, is critical for social cohesion, as Amin Maalouf (1998) 
in his classic study of deadly identities so accurately observed. Without it, “Taking the line of least 
resistance, we lump the most different people together under the same heading… Taking the line of 
least resistance, we ascribe to them collective crimes, collective acts and opinions”. Recognizing 
and managing our frames allows us to move from instinctual fear to productive curiosity, and is at 
the heart of what we are coming to call cultural competence. 
 
 
The Power and Challenge of Social Constructions 
 
In any case, as culture shapes the identities with which we seek to manage life, it constructs realities, 
worlds, artifacts that become real for us, as well as interpreting the givens of the physical world we 
are a part of. This is well illustrated by a cartoon I recently saw which pictures two cigar smoking 
tycoons in conversation, one of whom declares, "Sure, money is imaginary–but at least it’s got 
everybody imagining it!”  
 
Besides the individual, specific phenomena which we create with cultural discourse and sometimes 
give physical reality to within our constructed worlds, there are bigger picture constructions 
underlying the more tangible constructions such as money. These are often called Master 
Narratives2, though, as I first discovered them, I was inclined to cobble together a German neologism 
and describe them as Urkulturen. This seemed appropriate to me as they are so basic, so widely 
accepted and so unexamined that they easily generate derivative constructions that reify, support 
and perpetuate their validity.  
 
Master Narratives exist at various level, global, national, regional, familial, organizational, etc. A few 
examples of such Urkulturen besides our current economic systems are such taken-for granted-
cultural drivers as growth, development, commodification, nationality. We forget, for example, on the 
one hand, how recent in human history are the pillars of the current economic system, and the 
trumpets, anthems and flags of a national identity on the other. We have constructed them so solidly 
that we can hardly imagine alternatives. The movement toward a new planetary ecology is a good 
example of the uphill struggle to develop a new narrative in the face of certain master narratives 
whose consequences appear to be increasingly suicidal. 
 
 
Three Dynamics of Cultural Discourse 
 

                                                           
2 Grand narrative or “master narrative” is a term introduced by Jean-François Lyotard in his classic work The 
Postmodern Condition. Manchester University Press, 1984. https://prezi.com/faujbzzrlnln/master-narratives/ 



We are up against the dynamics that the role of language and words, cultural discourse creates in 
us and around us. The first of these is its subtlety, the automatic, usually unconscious accumulation 
of perceptions. Greek poet Giorgos Seferis, expressed this well when he said, “Don't ask me who's 
influenced me. A lion is made up of the lambs he's digested, and I've been reading all my life”3. Are 
worlds but words, short-lived whirpools of meaning, “tales told by a fool”? So we might also ask 
ourselves these questions to explore our identity narrative further. 
 
� As a preschooler, what stories were you told? What songs sung? 
� What do you remember of them? 
� What di they tell you about who you are & how you should be? 
 
Another of these dynamics is the power of novelty. Though exploited by contemporary marketing, 
novelty’s influence has long been recognized. As Homer noted in the first book of the Odyssey, 
"…men praise that song the most, which comes the newest to their ears". Novelty stimulates 
curiosity, attention, and thus assimilation of its content. 
 
Finally, and perhaps most critical, we are shaped by the tsunamis of repetition. Nguyen-Phuong-Mai 
(2017) has summarized this well: “Thoughts that dominate your mind are those that have the shortest 
distance to cover and the easiest way to travel, a ‘cell assembly’ of neurons that fire together rapidly 
without much effort. This means repeated thoughts will be experienced more easily each time you 
have them”. Understanding this dynamic, George Lakoff (2004) has proffered solid advice which 
seems counterintuitive, namely if we want to influence other, we do best not to use their words, their 
language in the discussion with them, as this repetition will reinforce their position rather than open 
their perspectives to ours. 
 
Advertising and propaganda have long been recognized as users and abusers of the power of 
repetition. John Grierson, the Scottish documentary film maker noted so accurately, years ago, how 
“The oblique paradox of propaganda is that the lie in the throat becomes, by repetition, the truth in 
the heart” (Druick and Williams,2014). Today we might add the phenomenon of "going viral" where, 
technology with intensity, unimagined and unimaginable only a few years ago, flood our being and 
our spaces with words, images, scenarios, and feelings. 
 
 
Are We Trapped by the Worlds We Create? 

 
The answer may not be less sharing, but more, not less connection but more. Susan Salzbrenner 
(2015) insists that, “There is a need for us to really share more and to give away our secrets”. This 
is essential for knowing ourselves, each other, and our diverse shape-shifting worlds, to appreciate 
them, benefit from them, to repair and reconstruct them, as well as to carefully create new ones. I 
have frequently chosen, as a metaphor for culture, the concept of flow, seeing it as the waters that 
descend from ancestral glaciers, a river nourished by tributaries coming from many different 
directions, refreshed by rainfall and tempests that continues to grow on its way to continually 
nourishing the sea of our existence. Let me close by summing up our situation and our challenge in 
these few haiku with which I concluded a longer poem entitled Flow. 
 
Tap it or be trapped 
by floodwaters we create, 
as discourse rages. 
 
Who are you and I, 
when someone declares a we? 
What shore to stand on? 
 
Can we step out, rest, 
                                                           
3 https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/270004-don-t-ask-me-who-s-influenced-me-a-lion-is-made 



tossed about by torrents 
we fear to drown in? 
 
How know and master, 
learn inner ecology, 
on our way to the sea? 
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